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SWEETSTUFF
In addition to the seam-sealed zippers that also have a nice
locking feature built-in, The Players 4 Plus StaDry bag has two large
beverage pockets built in at the bottom of the bag and a full-length
apparel pocket that can be easily expanded with a hidden zipper.
A quick-access accessories pocket is in a handy upper portion of
the bag, and the new tee pocket is positioned right above the ball
compartment.
The new premium double strap system makes for easy on-off
between shots and Titleist has added a padded back hub with a
foam package for even more comfort. The high-grade lightweight
aluminum legs fold easily and can be strapped securely for cart use,
and the pen storage pocket and the two Velcro glove-patches are also
nice touches in addition to the 8 pockets on the bag. The best part
is that it only weighs in at 4.2 pounds.
The Hybrid collection of golf bags was designed by Titleist for
players that want to walk or ride and offers features that make them
fit well on most golf carts such as the added cart strap loop that
allows access to the valuables pocket when strapped into the cart.
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This bag also offers a new push-cart rest feature.
The Hybrid 14 golf bag, with 14 full-length club dividers,
provides superior organization with maximum storage, while the
Hybrid 5 golf bag offers a more lightweight cart-friendly design with
four full-way dividers.
These bags can also be personalized, including some exclusive
patches such as a Shamrock or Hole-In-One.
For more information on the new Titleist golf bags: www.titleist.
com/golf-gear/golf-bags

Claw Pro Glove

O

ne of the most durable and sure-grip golf gloves we have
seen in a while the Claw--has just released a new and
improved version and the features are readily apparent.
The new Claw Pro by CaddyDaddy Golf offers some added
stability on the top hand and grip on the index finger and thumb. The
fit is much more secure and exact and designed for players with
higher swing speeds for more control.
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joints that tend to be problem areas.
Although not yet scientifically proven, users have hailed the
healing power of copper for years. It is believed that damaged nerves
trap electricity in your body causing pain, burning, redness, loss of
appetite, insomnia, headaches and more. Copper pulls the electricity
from your body to relieve pain and allow healing.
As a bonus, copper contains antibiofouling (or the prevention
of microorganisms, plants, algae, or animals accumulating on
wetted surfaces) and antimicrobial applications/properties. Thus,
embedding copper into the fabric of compression garments helps
to keep them odor- and germ-free. The fabric also helps skin free of
fungus--even in extremely hot temperatures. And it helps reduce the
spread of bacteria.
These products can be worn all day and night, and are made
with 80% nylon, 12% copper nylon and 8% spandex. The four-way
compression sleeve within the socks are designed for full range of
motion and mobility, and the patented material is moister wicking
for added comfort.
For more information visit: www.copperjoint.com

The darker color of the new Claw Pro is sharp and accented with
black edges but the extra grip strength and tackiness readily stands
out with this glove that has an exclusive silicone grip so the palm
will not blacken, crack, or tear. It is machine washable and has
outstanding ventilation, and even after extensive wear and sweat,
these gloves still look new and fresh.
As opposed to most golf gloves that are leather, the Claw Pro
is made of 100% synthetic suede and mesh with a silicone web
coating on the palm, thumb and index finger.
The company notes that it will last three to five times longer than
traditional leather gloves. They come in six men s sizes: XL, L, M, S
and Cadet L and M.
The Claw glove is available at: www.clawglove.com, on Amazon
and at select retailers.

Copper Joint Compression Gear

T

he benefits of compression gear for physical activity have
been well documented, but there is a growing awareness that
combining the benefits of compression with copper-infused
materials can even improve the benefits of this technology.
CopperJoint, a Wyoming company that has spent more than half
a decade developing copper-infused athletic wear, has several
products that can help golfers with those aches and pains that go
along with the game.
From compression socks, sleeves, braces and even insoles,
CopperJoint has utilized the healing property of genuine copper ions
embedded in the fabric to help provide pain relief directly to the sore
or injured area. CopperJoint garments are crafted from breathable,
moisture wicking performance fabric for ultimate comfort and feature
an anti-slip design to help prevent them from rolling or sliding off
during physical activity.
The long compression socks are especially effective during the
colder months and help keep legs, ankles and feet feeling fresh and
warm and rested throughout the round almost a soothing feeling
for the part of your body that gets the most workout during a game.
The other sleeves and braces do the same for upper and lower body
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